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Abstract
Chain graphs present a broad class of graphical models for description of conditional independence
structures, including both Markov networks and Bayesian networks as special cases. In this paper,
we propose a computationally feasible method for the structural learning of chain graphs based
on the idea of decomposing the learning problem into a set of smaller scale problems on its de-
composed subgraphs. The decomposition requires conditional independencies but does not require
the separators to be complete subgraphs. Algorithms for both skeleton recovery and complex ar-
row orientation are presented. Simulations under a variety of settings demonstrate the competitive
performance of our method, especially when the underlying graph is sparse.
Keywords: chain graph, conditional independence, decomposition, graphical model, structural
learning
1. Introduction
Graphical models are widely used to represent and analyze conditional independencies and causal
relationships among random variables. Monographs on this topic include Cowell et al. (1999),
Cox and Wermuth (1996), Edwards (2000), Lauritzen (1996), Pearl (1988) and Spirtes et al. (2000).
Two most well-known classes of graphical models are Markov networks (undirected graph) and
Bayesian networks (directed acyclic graph). Wermuth and Lauritzen (1990) introduced the broader
class of block-recursive graphical models (chain graph models), which includes, but is not limited
to, the above two classes.
Among a multitude of research problems about graphical models, structural learning (also
called model selection in statistics community) has been extensively discussed and continues to
be a field of great interest. There are primarily two categories of methods: score-based methods
(using AIC, BIC, posterior score, etc.) and constraint-based methods (using significance testing).
Lauritzen (1996, Section 7.2) provides a good summary of the most important works done in the
last century. Recent works in this area include Ravikumar et al. (2008), Friedman et al. (2007),
Kalisch and Bühlmann (2007), Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2006), Tsamardinos et al. (2006),
Ellis and Wong (2006), Friedman and Koller (2003), Chickering (2002), Friedman et al. (1999), etc.
However, most of these studies are exclusively concerned with either Markov networks or Bayesian
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networks. To our limited knowledge, Studený (1997) is the only work that addresses the issue of
learning chain graph structures in the literature. Recently, Drton and Perlman (2008) studied the
special case of Gaussian chain graph models using a multiple testing procedure, which requires
prior knowledge of the dependence chain structure.
Chain graph models are most appropriate when there are both response-explanatory and sym-
metric association relations among variables, while Bayesian networks specifically deal with the
former and Markov networks focus on the later. Given the complexity of many modern systems
of interest, it is usually desirable to include both types of relations in a single model. See also
Lauritzen and Richardson (2002).
As a consequence of the versatility, chain graph models have received a growing attention as a
modeling tool in statistical applications recently. For instance, Stanghellini et al. (1999) constructed
a chain graph model for credit scoring in a case study in finance. Carroll and Pavlovic (2006)
employed chain graphs to classify proteins in bioinformatics, and Liu et al. (2005) used them to
predict protein structures. However, in most applications, chain graphs are by far not as popular as
Markov networks and Bayesian networks. One important reason, we believe, is the lack of readily
available algorithms for chain graph structure recovery.
To learn the structure of Bayesian networks, Xie et al. (2006) proposed a ‘divide-and-conquer’
approach. They showed that the structural learning of the whole DAG can be decomposed into
smaller scale problems on (overlapping) subgraphs. By localizing the search of d-separators, their
algorithm can reduce the computational complexity greatly.
In this paper, we focus on developing a computationally feasible method for structural learning
of chain graphs along with this decomposition approach. As in structural learning of a Bayesian
network, our method starts with finding a decomposition of the entire variable set into subsets, on
each of which the local skeleton is then recovered. However, unlike the case of Bayesian networks,
the structural learning of chain graph models is more complicated due to the extended Markov
property of chain graphs and the presence of both directed and undirected edges. In particular, the
rule in Xie et al. (2006) for combining local structures into a global skeleton is no longer applicable
and a more careful work must be done to ensure a valid combination. Moreover, the method for
extending a global skeleton to a Markov equivalence class is significantly different from that for
Bayesian networks.
In particular, the major contribution of the paper is twofold: (a) for learning chain graph skele-
tons, an algorithm is proposed which localizes the search for c-separators and has a much reduced
runtime compared with the algorithm proposed in Studený (1997); (b) a polynomial runtime algo-
rithm is given for extending the chain graph skeletons to the Markov equivalence classes. We also
demonstrate the efficiency of our methods through extensive simulation studies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce necessary background
for chain graph models and the concept of decomposition via separation trees. In Section 3, we
present the theoretical results, followed by a detailed description of our learning algorithms. More-
over, we discuss the issue of how to construct a separation tree to represent the decomposition. The
computational analysis of the algorithms are presented in Section 4. Numerical experiments are
reported in Section 5 to demonstrate the performance of our method. Finally, we conclude with
some discussion in Section 6. Proofs of theoretical results and correctness of algorithms are shown
in Appendices.
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2. Definitions and Preliminaries
In this section, we first introduce the necessary graphical model terminology in Section 2.1 and then
give the formal definition of separation trees in Section 2.2.
2.1 Graphical Model Terminology
For self-containedness, we briefly introduce necessary definitions and notations in graph theory
here, most of which follow those in Studený (1997) and Studený and Bouckaert (2001). For a
general account, we refer the readers to Cowell et al. (1999) and Lauritzen (1996).
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E. For vertices u,v ∈ V , we say
that there is an undirected edge u− v if (u,v) ∈ E and (v,u) ∈ E. If (u,v) ∈ E and (v,u) 6∈ E, we
say that there is a directed edge from u to v and write u→ v. We call undirected edges lines and
directed edges arrows. The skeleton G ′ of a graph G is the undirected graph obtained by replacing
the arrows of G by lines. If every edge in graph G is undirected, then for any vertex u, we define
the neighborhood neG (u) of u to be the set of vertices v such that u− v in G .
A route in G is a sequence of vertices (v0, · · · ,vk),k≥ 0, such that (vi−1,vi)∈ E or (vi,vi−1)∈ E
for i = 1, · · · ,k, and the vertices v0 and vk are called terminals of the route. It is called descending
if (vi−1,vi) ∈ E for i = 1, · · · ,k. We write u 7→ v if there exists a descending route from u to v.
If v0, · · · ,vk are distinct vertices, the route is called a path. A route is called a pseudocycle if
v0 = vk, and a cycle if further k≥ 3 and v0, · · · ,vk−1 are distinct. A (pseudo) cycle is directed if it is
descending and there exists at least one i ∈ {1, · · · ,k}, such that (vi,vi−1) /∈ E.
A graph with only undirected edges is called an undirected graph (UG). A graph with only
directed edges and without directed cycles is called a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A graph that
has no directed (pseudo) cycles is called a chain graph.
By a section of a route ρ = (v0, · · · ,vk) in G , we mean a maximal undirected subroute σ :
vi− ·· ·− v j, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k of ρ. The vertices vi and v j are called the terminals of the section σ.
Further the vertex vi (or v j) is called a head-terminal if i > 0 and vi−1 → vi in G (or j < k and
v j ← v j+1 in G), otherwise it is called a tail-terminal. A section σ of a route ρ is called a head-to-
head section with respect to ρ if it has two head-terminals, otherwise it is called non head-to-head.
For a set of vertices S ⊂V , we say that a section σ : vi−·· ·− v j is outside S if {vi, · · · ,v j}∩S = /0.
Otherwise we say that σ is hit by S.
A complex in G is a path (v0, · · · ,vk), k≥ 2, such that v0→ v1, vi−vi+1 (for i = 1, · · · ,k−2) and
vk−1← vk in G , and no additional edge exists among vertices {v0, · · · ,vk} in G . We call the vertices
v0 and vk the parents of the complex and the set {v1, · · · ,vk−1} the region of the complex. The set
of parents of a complex κ is denoted by par(κ). Note that the concept of complex was proposed in
Studený (1997) and is equivalent to the notion of ‘minimal complex’ in Frydenberg (1990).
An arrow in a graph G is called a complex arrow if it belongs to a complex in G . The pattern of
G , denoted by G∗, is the graph obtained by turning the arrows that are not in any complex of G into
lines. The moral graph G m of G is the graph obtained by first joining the parents of each complex
by a line and then turning arrows of the obtained graph into lines.
Studený and Bouckaert (2001) introduced the notion of c-separation for chain graph models.
Hereunder we introduce the concept in the form that facilitates the proofs of our results. We say that
a route ρ on G is intervented by a subset S of V if and only if there exists a section σ of ρ such that:
1. either σ is a head-to-head section with respect to ρ, and σ is outside S; or
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2. σ is a non head-to-head section with respect to ρ, and σ is hit by S.
Definition 1 Let A,B,S be three disjoint subsets of the vertex set V of a chain graph G , such that
A,B are nonempty. We say that A and B are c-separated by S on G , written as 〈A, B |S 〉sepG , if every
route with one of its terminals in A and the other in B is intervented by S. We also call S a c-separator
for A and B.
For a chain graph G = (V,E), let each v ∈ V be associated with a random variable Xv with
domain Xv and µ the underlying probability measure on ∏v∈V Xv. A probability distribution P on
∏v∈V Xv is strictly positive if dP(x)/dµ > 0 for any x ∈ ∏v∈V Xv. From now on, all probability
distributions considered are assumed to be strictly positive. A probability distribution P on ∏v∈V Xv
is faithful with respect to G if for any triple (A,B,S) of disjoint subsets of V such that A and B are
non-empty, we have
〈A, B |S 〉sepG ⇔ XA XB |XS , (1)
where XA = {Xv : v ∈ A} and XA XB|XS means the conditional independency of XA and XB given
XS; P is Markovian with respect to G if (1) is weakened to
〈A, B |S 〉sepG ⇒ XA XB |XS .
In the rest of the paper, A B|S is used as short notation for XA XB|XS when confusion is unlikely.
It is known that chain graphs can be classified into Markov equivalence classes, and those in the
same equivalence class share the same set of Markovian distributions. The following result from
Frydenberg (1990) characterizes equivalence classes graphically: Two chain graphs are Markov
equivalent if and only if they have the same skeleton and complexes, that is, they have the same
pattern. The following example illustrates some of the concepts that are introduced above.
Example 1. Consider the chain graph G in Fig. 1(a). D→ F−E←C and F→ K←G are the two
complexes. The route ρ = (D,F,E, I,E,C) is intervented by an empty set since the head-to-head
section (E→)I(←E) is outside the empty set. It is also intervented by E since the non head-to-head
section (D→)F−E(→ I) is hit by E. However, D and C are not c-separated by E since the route
(D,F,E,C) is not intervented by E. The moral graph G m of G is shown in Fig. 1(b), where edges
C−D and F−G are added due to moralization. ■
A C E  I J
B D F K
G H
A C E  I J
B D F K
G H
(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) a chain graph G ; (b) its moral graph G m.
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2.2 Separation Trees
In this subsection, we introduce the notion of separation trees which is used to facilitate the rep-
resentation of the decomposition. The concept is similar to the junction tree of cliques and the
independence tree introduced for DAG as ‘d-separation trees’(Xie et al., 2006).
Let C = {C1, · · · ,CH} be a collection of distinct variable sets such that for h = 1, · · · ,H, Ch ⊆V .
Let T be a tree where each node corresponds to a distinct variable set in C , to be displayed as a
triangle (see, for example, Fig. 2). The term ‘node’ is used for a separation tree to distinguish from
the term ‘vertex’ for a graph in general. An undirected edge e = (Ci,C j) connecting nodes Ci and
C j in T is attached with a separator S = Ci ∩C j, which is displayed as a rectangle. A separator
S is connected to a node C if there is some other node C′, such that S attaches to the edge (C,C′).
Removing an edge e or equivalently, removing a separator S from T splits T into two subtrees
T1 and T2 with node sets C1 and C2 respectively. We use Vi = ∪C∈CiC to denote the unions of the
vertices contained in the nodes of the subtree Ti for i = 1,2.
Definition 2 A tree T with node set C is said to be a separation tree for a chain graph G = (V,E)
if
1. ∪C∈CC = V , and
2. for any separator S in T with V1 and V2 defined as above by removing S, we have
〈V1\S, V2\S |S 〉
sep
G .
Notice that a separator is defined in terms of a tree whose nodes consist of variable sets, while
the c-separator is defined based on a chain graph. In general, these two concepts are not related,
though for a separation tree its separator must be some corresponding c-separator in the underlying
chain graph.
Example 1. (Continued). Suppose that
C = {{A,B,C},{B,C,D},{C,D,E},{D,E,F},{E, I,J},{D,F,G,H,K}}
is a collection of vertex sets. A separation tree T of G in Fig. 1(a) with node set C is shown
in Fig. 2. If we delete the separator {D,E}, we obtain two subtrees T1 and T2 with node sets
C1 = {{A,B,C},{B,C,D},{C,D,E}} and C2 = {{D,E,F},{E, I,J},{D,F,G,H,K}}. In G , the
separator S = {D,E} c-separates V1\S = {A,B,C} and V2\S = {F,G,H, I,J,K}. ■
 B
CD
 A
BC
 C
DE
 D
EF
 E
I J
 DF
GHK
BC CD DE  E DF
Figure 2: A separation T of the graph G in Fig. 1(a).
Not surprisingly, the separation tree could be regarded as a scheme for decomposing the knowl-
edge represented by the chain graph into local subsets. Reciprocally, given a separation tree, we
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can combine the information obtained locally to recover the global information, an idea that will be
formalized and discussed in subsequent sections.
The definition of separation trees for chain graphs is similar to that of junction trees of cliques,
see Cowell et al. (1999) and Lauritzen (1996). Actually, it is not difficult to see that a junction tree
of a chain graph G is also its separation tree. However, we point out two differences here: (a) a
separation tree is defined with c-separation and it does not require that every node is a clique or
that every separator is complete on the moral graph; (b) junction trees are mostly used as inference
engines, while our interest in separation trees is mainly derived from its power in facilitating the
decomposition of structural learning.
3. Structural Learning of Chain Graphs
In this section, we discuss how separation trees can be used to facilitate the decomposition of the
structural learning of chain graphs. Theoretical results are presented first, followed by descriptions
of several algorithms that are the summary of the key results in our paper. It should be emphasized
that even with perfect knowledge on the underlying distribution, any two chain graph structures in
the same equivalence class are indistinguishable. Thus, we can only expect to recover a pattern
from the observed data, that is, an equivalence class to which the underlying chain graph belongs.
To this end, we provide two algorithms: one addresses the issue of learning the skeleton and the
other focuses on extending the learned skeleton to an equivalence class. We also discuss at the end
of the section the problem of constructing separation trees. Throughout the rest of the paper, we
assume that any distribution under consideration is faithful with respect to some underlying chain
graph.
3.1 Theoretical Results
It is known that for P faithful to a chain graph G = (V,E), an edge (u,v) is in the skeleton G ′ if and
only if Xu / Xv |XS for any S ⊆ V \ {u,v} (see Studený 1997, Lemma 3.2 for a proof). Therefore,
learning the skeleton of G reduces to searching for c-separators for all vertex pairs. The following
theorem shows that with a separation tree, one can localize the search into one node or a small
number of tree nodes.
Theorem 3 Let T be a separation tree for a chain graph G . Then vertices u and v are c-separated
by some set Suv ⊂V in G if and only if one of the following conditions hold:
1. u and v are not contained together in any node C of T ,
2. u and v are contained together in some node C, but for any separator S connected to C,
{u,v}* S, and there exists S′uv ⊆C such that 〈u, v |S
′
uv 〉
sep
G ,
3. u and v are contained together in a node C and both of them belong to some separator con-
nected to C, but there is a subset S′uv of either
S
u∈C′C
′ or
S
v∈C′C
′ such that 〈u, v |S′uv 〉
sep
G .
For DAGs, condition 3 in Theorem 3 is unnecessary, see Xie et al. (2006, Theorem 1). However,
the example below indicates that this is no longer the case for chain graphs.
Example 1. (Continued). Consider the chain graph in Fig. 1(a) and its separation tree in Fig. 2. Let
u = D and v = E. The tree nodes containing u and v together are {C,D,E} and {D,E,F}. Since the
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separator {D,E} is connected to both of them, neither condition 1 nor 2 in Theorem 3 is satisfied.
Moreover, u/ v|S for S = /0,{C} or {F}. However, we have u v|{C,F}. Since {C,F}= S′ is a sub-
set of both
S
u∈C′C
′ = {B,C,D}∪{C,D,E}∪{D,E,F}∪{D,F,G,H,K}= {B,C,D,E,F,G,H,K}
and
S
v∈C′C
′ = {C,D,E}∪{D,E,F}∪{E, I,J} = {C,D,E,F, I,J}, condition 3 of Theorem 3 ap-
plies. ■
Given the skeleton of a chain graph, we extend it into the equivalence class by identifying and
directing all the complex arrows, to which the following result is helpful.
Proposition 4 Let G be a chain graph and T a separation tree of G . For any complex κ in G , there
exists some tree node C of T such that par(κ)⊆C.
By Proposition 4, to identify the parents for each complex, we need only pay attention to those
vertex pairs contained in each tree node.
3.2 Skeleton Recovery with Separation Tree
In this subsection, we propose an algorithm based on Theorem 3 for the identification of chain graph
skeleton with separation tree information.
Let G be an unknown chain graph of interest and P be a probability distribution that is faithful
to it. The algorithm, summarized as Algorithm 1, is written in its population version, where we
assume perfect knowledge of all the conditional independencies induced by P.
Algorithm 1 consists of three main parts. In part 1 (lines 2-10), local skeletons are recovered
in each individual node of the input separation tree. By condition 1 of Theorem 3, edges deleted in
any local skeleton are also absent in the global skeleton. In part 2 (lines 11-16), we combine all the
information obtained locally into a partially recovered global skeleton which may have extra edges
not belonging to the true skeleton. Finally, we eliminate such extra edges in part 3 (lines 17-22).
The correctness of Algorithm 1 is proved in Appendix B. We conclude this subsection with
some remarks on the algorithm.
Remarks on Algorithm 1:
1. Although we assume perfect conditional independence knowledge in Algorithm 1, it remains
valid when these conditional independence relations are obtained via performing hypotheses
tests on data generated over P as in most real-world problems. When this is the case, we
encounter the problem of multiple testing. See Sections 3.4 and 5 for more details.
2. The c-separator set S is not necessary for skeleton recovery. However, it will be useful later
in Section 3.3 when we try to recover the pattern based on the learned skeleton.
3. Part 3 of Algorithm 1 is indispensable as is illustrated by the following example.
Example 1. (Continued) We apply Algorithm 1 to the chain graph G in Fig. 1(a) and the corre-
sponding separation tree given in Fig. 2. The local skeletons recovered in part 1 of the algorithm
are shown in Fig. 3(a). The c-separators found in this part are SBC = {A}, SCD = {B}, SEJ = {I},
SDK = {F,G}, SDH = {F,G}, SFG = {D}, SFH = {G} and SHK = {G}. In part 2, the local skeletons
are combined by deleting the edges that are absent in at least one of the local skeletons, leading to
the result in Fig. 3(b). The edge B−C is deleted since it is absent in the local skeleton for the tree
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Algorithm 1: Skeleton Recovery with a Separation Tree.
Input: A separation tree T of G ; perfect conditional independence knowledge about P.
Output: The skeleton G ′ of G ; a set S of c-separators.
Set S = /0;1
foreach Tree node Ch do2
Start from a complete undirected graph Gh with vertex set Ch;3
foreach Vertex pair {u,v} ⊂Ch do4
if ∃Suv ⊂Ch s.t. u v|Suv then5
Delete the edge (u,v) in Gh;6
Add Suv to S ;7
end8
end9
end10
Combine the graphs Gh = (Ch,Eh),h = 1, · · · ,H into an undirected graph G ′ = (V,∪Hh=1Eh);11
foreach Vertex pair {u,v} contained in more than one tree node and (u,v) ∈ G ′ do12
if ∃Ch s.t. {u,v} ⊂Ch and (u,v) /∈ Eh then13
Delete the edge (u,v) in G ′;14
end15
end16
foreach Vertex pair {u,v} contained in more than one tree node and (u,v) ∈ G ′ do17
if u v|Suv for some Suv ⊂ neG ′(u) or neG ′(v) such that it is not a subset of any Ch with18
{u,v} ⊂Ch then
Delete the edge (u,v) in G ′;19
Add Suv to S ;20
end21
end22
node {A,B,C}. In part 3, we need to check D−E and D−F . D−E is deleted since D E|{C,F},
and we record SDE = {C,F}. The recovered skeleton is finally shown in Fig. 3(c). ■
3.3 Complex Recovery
In this subsection, we propose Algorithm 2 for finding and orienting the complex arrows of G after
obtaining the skeleton G ′ in Algorithm 1. We call this stage of structural learning complex recov-
ery. As in the previous subsection, we assume separation tree information and perfect conditional
independence knowledge. For simplicity, let Sc denote V\S for any vertex set S⊆V .
Example 1. (Continued) After performing Algorithm 1 to recover the skeleton of G , we apply
Algorithm 2 to find and orient all the complex arrows. For example, when we pick [C,D] in line 2
of Algorithm 2 and consider C−E in line 3 for the inner loop, we find SCD = {B} and C/ D|SCD∪
{E}. Therefore, we orient C → E in line 5. Similarly, we orient D → F,F → K and G → K
when considering [D,C] with D−F (in the inner loop), [F,G] with F −K and [G,F] with G−K
and observing that C/ D|SCD ∪{F} and F / G|SFG ∪{K}, where the c-separators SCD = {B} and
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A C
B
C
B D
C E
D
E
D F
E
 I
J D F K
G H
A C E  I J
B D F K
G H
(a) (b)
A C E  I J
B D F K
G H
(c)
Figure 3: (a) local skeletons recovered in part 1 of Algorithm 1 for all nodes of T in Fig. 2; (b)
partially recovered global skeleton of G in part 2 of Algorithm 1; (c) completely recovered
global skeleton of G in part 3 of Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2: Complex Recovery.
Input: Perfect conditional independence knowledge; the skeleton G ′ and the set S of
c-separators obtained in Algorithm 1.
Output: The pattern G∗ of G .
Initialize G∗ = G ′;1
foreach Ordered pair [u,v] such that Suv ∈ S do2
foreach u−w in G∗ do3
if u/ v|Suv∪{w} then4
Orient u−w as u→ w in G ∗;5
end6
end7
end8
Take the pattern of G ∗.9
SFG = {K} were obtained during the execution of Algorithm 1. We do not orient any other edge in
Algorithm 2. The resulting graph is shown in Fig. 4, which is exactly the pattern for our original
chain graph G in Fig. 1(a). ■
The correctness of Algorithm 2 is guaranteed by Proposition 4. For the proof, see Appendix B.
Remarks on Algorithm 2:
1. As Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 is valid when independence test is correctly performed using
data and again, multiple testing becomes an important issue here.
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A C E  I J
B D F K
G H
Figure 4: The pattern of G recovered by applying Algorithm 2.
2. In Algorithm 2, the set S obtained in Algorithm 1 helps avoid the computationally expensive
looping procedure taken in the pattern recovery algorithm in Studený (1997) for complex
arrow orientation.
3. Line 9 of Algorithm 2 is necessary for chain graphs in general, see Example 2 below.
4. To get the pattern of G ∗in line 9, at each step, we consider a pair of candidate complex arrows
u1→ w1 and u2→ w2 with u1 6= u2, then we check whether there is an undirected path from
w1 to w2 such that none of its intermediate vertices is adjacent to either u1 or u2. If there
exists such a path, then u1 → w1 and u2 → w2 are labeled (as complex arrows). We repeat
this procedure until all possible candidate pairs are examined. The pattern is then obtained by
removing directions of all unlabeled arrows in G ∗.
Example 2. Consider the chain graph G̃ in Fig. 5(a) and the corresponding separation tree T̃
in Fig. 5(e). After applying Algorithm 1, we obtain the skeleton G̃ ′ of G̃ . In the execution of
Algorithm 2, when we pick [B,F] in line 2 and A in line 3, we have B F| /0, that is, SBF = /0, and
find that B/ F|A. Hence we orient B−A as B→ A in line 5, which is not a complex arrow in G̃ .
Note that we do not orient A−B as A→ B: the only chance we might do so is when u = A, v = F
and w = B in the inner loop of Algorithm 2, but we have B ∈ SAF and the condition in line 4 is not
satisfied. Hence, the graph we obtain before the last step in Algorithm 2 must be the one given in
Fig. 5(c), which differs from the recovered pattern in Fig. 5(d). This illustrates the necessity of the
last step in Algorithm 2. To see how the edge B→ A is removed in the last step of Algorithm 2, we
observe that, if we follow the procedure described in Remark 4 on Algorithm 2, the only chance
that B→ A becomes one of the candidate complex arrow pair is when it is considered together with
F → D. However, the only undirected path between A and D is simply A−D with D adjacent to B.
Hence B→ A stays unlabeled and will finally get removed in the last step of Algorithm 2. ■
3.4 Sample Versions of Algorithms 1 and 2
In this section, we present a brief description on how to obtain a sample version of the previous
algorithms and the related issues.
To apply the previous methods to a data set, we proceed in the exactly same way as before. The
only difference in the sample version of the algorithms lies in that statistical hypothesis tests are
needed to evaluate the predicate on line 5, 13 and 19 in Algorithm 1 and on line 4 in Algorithm
2. Specifically, conditional independence test of two variables u and v given a set C of variables is
required. Let the null hypothesis H0 be u v|C and alternative H1 be that H0 may not hold. Generally
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Figure 5: (a) the chain graph G̃ in Example 2; (b) the skeleton G̃ ′ of G̃ ; (c) the graphical structure
G̃∗ before executing the last line in Algorithm 2; (d) the graphical structure G̃∗ obtained
after executing Algorithm 2; (e) a separation tree T̃ for G̃ in (a).
we can use the likelihood ratio test statistic
G2 =−2log
sup{L(θ|D) under H0}
sup{L(θ|D) under H1}
,
where L(θ|D) is the likelihood function of parameter θ with observed data D. Under H0, the statis-
tic G2 asymptotically follows the χ2 distribution with d f degrees of freedom being equal to the
difference of the dimensions of parameters for the alternative and null hypothesis (Wilks, 1938).
Let Xk be a vector of variables and N be the sample size. For the case of a Gaussian distribution,
the test statistic for testing Xi X j|Xk can be simplified to
G2 = −N× log(1− corr2(Xi,X j|Xk))
= N× log
det(Σ̂{i,k}{i,k})det(Σ̂{ j,k}{ j,k})
det(Σ̂{i, j,k}{i, j,k})det(Σ̂k,k)
,
which has an asymptotic χ2 distribution with d f = 1. Actually, the exact null distribution or a better
approximate distribution of G2 can be obtained based on Bartlett decomposition, see Whittaker
(1990) for details.
For the discrete case, let Nms be the observed frequency in a cell of Xs = m where s is an index set
of variables and m is category of variables Xs. For example, Nabci jk denotes the frequency of Xi = a,
X j = b and Xk = c. The G2 statistic for testing Xi X j|Xk is then given by
G2 = 2 ∑
a,b,c
Nabci jk log
Nabci jk N
c
k
Nacik N
bc
jk
,
which is asymptotically distributed as a χ2 distribution under H0 with degree of freedom
df = (#(Xi)−1)(#(X j)−1) ∏
Xl∈Xk
#(Xl),
where #(X) is the number of categories of variable X .
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3.4.1 THE MULTIPLE TESTING PROBLEM
As mentioned in the remarks of Algorithms 1 and 2, when perfect knowledge of the population
conditional independence structure is not available, we turn to hypotheses testing for obtaining
these conditional independence relations from data and run into the problem of multiple testing.
This is because we need to test the existence of separators for multiple edges, and we typically
consider more than one candidate separators for each edge.
Although a theoretical analysis of the impact of the multiple testing problem on the overall
error rate (see, for example, Drton and Perlman 2008) for the proposed method is beyond the scope
of this paper, simulation studies are conducted on randomly generated chain graphs to show the
impact of choices of different significance levels on our method in Section 5.1. Based on our
empirical study there, we feel that choosing a small significance level (e.g., α = 0.005 or 0.01) for
the individual tests usually yields good and stable results when the sample size is reasonably large
and the underlying graph is sparse.
3.5 Construction of Separation Trees
Algorithms 1 and 2 depend on the information encoded in the separation tree. In the subsection, we
address the issue of how to construct a separation tree.
As proposed by Xie et al. (2006), one can construct a d-separation tree from observed data, from
domain or prior knowledge of conditional independence relations or from a collection of databases.
Their arguments are also valid in the current setting. In the rest of this subsection, we first extend
Theorem 2 of Xie et al. (2006), which guarantees that their method for constructing a separation tree
from data is valid for chain graph models. Then we propose an algorithm for constructing a separa-
tion tree from background knowledge encoded in a labeled block ordering (Roverato and La Rocca,
2006) of the underlying chain graph. We remark that Algorithm 2 of Xie et al. (2006), which con-
structs d-separation trees from hyper-graphs, also works in the current context.
3.5.1 FROM UNDIRECTED INDEPENDENCE GRAPH TO SEPARATION TREE
For a chain graph G = (V,E) and a faithful distribution P, an undirected graph U with a vertex set
V is an undirected independence graph (UIG) of G if for any u,v ∈V ,
(u,v) is not an edge of U ⇒ u v | V \{u,v} in P. (2)
We generalize Theorem 2 of Xie et al. (2006) as follows.
Theorem 5 Let G be a chain graph. Then a junction tree constructed from any undirected inde-
pendence graph of G is a separation tree for G .
Since there are standard algorithms for constructing junction trees from UIGs (see Cowell et al.
1999, Chapter 4, Section 4), the construction of separation trees reduces to the construction of
UIGs. In this sense, Theorem 5 enables us to exploit various techniques for learning UIGs to serve
our purpose.
As suggested by relation (2), one way of learning UIGs from data is testing the required con-
ditional independencies. Agresti (2002) and Anderson (2003) provides general techniques for
discrete and Gaussian data respectively. Recently, there are also works on estimating UIGs via
`1-regularization, see, for instance, Friedman et al. (2007) for Gaussian data and Ravikumar et al.
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(2008) for the discrete case. Edwards (2000, Chapter 6) presents some other established methods
for UIG learning, including those that are valid when XV includes both continuous and discrete
variables. All these methods can be used to construct separation trees from data.
3.5.2 FROM LABELED BLOCK ORDERING TO SEPARATION TREE
When learning graphical models, it is a common practice to incorporate substantive background
knowledge in structural learning, mostly to reduce the dimensionality of the search spaces for both
computational and subject matter reasons.
Recently, Roverato and La Rocca (2006) studied in detail a general type of background knowl-
edge for chain graphs, which they called labeled block ordering. We introduce this concept here
and investigate how it is related to the construction of separation trees.
By summarizing Definitions 5 and 6 in Roverato and La Rocca (2006), we define the labeled
block ordering as the following.
Definition 6 Let V1, · · · ,Vk be a partition of a set of vertices V . A labeled block ordering B of V
is a sequence (V lii , i = 1, · · · ,k) where li ∈ {u,d,g} and with the convention that Vi = V
g
i . We say a
chain graph G = (V,E) is B-consistent if
1. every edge connecting vertices A ∈Vi and B ∈V j for i 6= j is oriented from A→ B if i < j;
2. for every li = u, the subgraph GVi is a UG;
3. for every li = d, the subgraph GVi is a DAG;
4. for every li = g, the subgraph GVi may have both directed and undirected edges.
Example 1. (Continued) Let V1 = {A,B,C,D,E,F}, V2 = {G,H,K} and V3 = {I,J}. Then Fig. 6
shows that for a labeled block ordering B = (V g1 ,V
g
2 ,V
d
3 ), G in Fig. 1(a) is B-consistent. ■
C  E
A F
B D
K
G H
I
J
V g1 V
g
2 V
d
3
Figure 6: A labeled block ordering B = (V g1 ,V
g
2 ,V
d
3 ) for which G in Fig. 1(a) is B-consistent.
To show how labeled block ordering helps learning separation trees, we start with the following
simple example.
Example 3. Suppose that the underlying chain graph is the one in Fig. 7(a) which is B-consistent
with B = {V g1 ,V
g
2 ,V
g
3 }. Then for V1 = {A,B},V2 = {C,D} and V3 = {E,F}, we have V1 V3|V2.
Together with the total ordering on them, we can construct the DAG in Fig. 7(b) with vertices as
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blocks Vi, i = 1,2,3, which depicts the conditional independence structures on the three blocks. By
taking the junction tree of this DAG and replacing the blocks by the vertices they contain, we obtain
the tree structure in Fig. 7(c). This is a separation tree of the chain graph in Fig. 7(a). ■
A C E
B D F
V g1 V
g
2 V
g
3
V1
V2
V3
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7: (a) a chain graph with a labeled block ordering; (b) the DAG constructed for the blocks;
(c) the tree structure obtained from the junction tree of the DAG in (b).
Below we propose Algorithm 3 for constructing a separation tree from labeled block order-
ing knowledge. The idea is motivated by the preceding toy example. By omitting independence
structures within each block, we can treat each block as a vertex in a DAG. The total ordering on
the blocks and the conditional independence structures among them enable us to build a DAG on
these blocks. By taking the junction tree of this particular DAG, we obtain a separation tree of the
underlying chain graph model.
Algorithm 3: Separation Tree Construction with Labeled Block Ordering.
Input: A labeled block ordering B = (V lii , i = 1, · · · ,k) of V ; perfect conditional
independence knowledge.
Output: A separation tree T of G .
Construct a DAG D with blocks Vi, i = 1, · · · ,k;1
Construct a junction tree T by triangulating D;2
In T , replace each block Vi by the original vertices it contains.3
We note that a labeled block ordering gives a total ordering of the blocks Vi, i = 1, · · · ,k. Given a
total ordering of the vertices of a DAG, one can use the Wermuth-Lauritzen algorithm (Spirtes et al.,
2000; Wermuth and Lauritzen, 1983) for constructing (the equivalence class of) the DAG from con-
ditional independence relations. Spirtes et al. (2000) also discussed how to incorporate the total
ordering information in the PC algorithm for constructing DAGs from conditional independence
relations. Since these approaches rely only on conditional independence relations, they can be used
in Algorithm 3 for constructing the DAG D . The only difference is that each vertex represents a
random vector rather than a random variable now. The correctness of Algorithm 3 is proved in
Appendix B.
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3.5.3 SEPARATION TREE REFINEMENT
In practice, the nodes of a separation tree constructed from a labeled block ordering or other methods
may still be large. Since the complexities of our skeleton and complex recovery algorithms are
largely dominated by the cardinality of the largest node on the separation tree, it is desirable to
further refine our separation tree by reducing the sizes of the nodes. To this end, we propose the
following algorithm.
Algorithm 4: Separation Tree Refinement.
Input: A crude separation tree Tc for G ; perfect conditional independence knowledge.
Output: A refined separation tree T for G .
Construct an undirected independence subgraph over each node of Tc;1
Combine the subgraphs into a global undirected independence graph Ḡ whose edge set is the2
union of all edge sets of subgraphs;
Construct a junction tree T of Ḡ .3
If the current separation tree contains a node whose cardinality is still relatively large, the above
algorithm can be repeatedly used until no further refinement is available. However, we remark that
the cardinality of the largest node on the separation tree is eventually determined by the sparseness
of the underlying chain graph together with other factors including the specific algorithms for con-
structing undirected independence subgraphs and junction tree. The correctness of the algorithm is
proved in Appendix B.
4. Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we investigate the computational complexities of Algorithms 1 and 2 and compare
them with the pattern recovery algorithm proposed by Studený (1997). We divide our analysis into
two stages: (a) skeleton recovery stage (Algorithm 1); (b) complex recovery stage (Algorithm 2).
In each stage, we start with a discussion on Studený’s algorithm and then give a comprehensive
analysis of ours.
4.1 Skeleton Recovery Stage
Let G = (V,E) be the unknown chain graph, p the number of vertices and e the number of edges,
including both lines and arrows. In Studený’s algorithm, to delete an edge between a vertex pair
u and v, we need to check the independence of u and v conditional on all possible subsets S of
V\{u,v}. Therefore, the complexity for investigating each possible edge in the skeleton is O(2p)
and hence the complexity for constructing the global skeleton is O(p22p).
For Algorithm 1, suppose that the input separation tree has H nodes {C1, · · · ,CH} where H ≤ p
and m = max{card(Ch),1≤ h≤ H}. The complexity for investigating all edges within each tree
node is thus O(m22m). Thus, the complexity for the first two parts of Algorithm 1 is O(Hm22m).
For the analysis of the third step, suppose that k = max{card(S),S ∈ T } is the cardinality of the
largest separator on the separation tree. Since the tree with H nodes has H−1 edges, we also have
H−1 separators. Thus, the edge to be investigated in step 3 is O(Hk2). Then, let d be the maximum
of the degrees of vertices in the partially recovered skeleton obtained after step 2. By our algorithm,
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the complexity for checking each edge is O(2d). Hence, the total complexity for step 3 is O(Hk22d).
Combining all the three parts, the total complexity for our Algorithm 1 is O(H(m22m + k22d)). It
is usually the case that m, k and d are much smaller than p, and therefore, our Algorithm 1 is
computationally less expensive than Studený’s algorithm, especially when G is sparse.
4.2 Complex Recovery Stage
For complex arrow orientation, Studený’s algorithm needs to first find a candidate complex structure
of some pre-specified length l and then check a collection of conditional independence relations.
Finding a candidate structure can be accomplished in a polynomial (of p) time. The complexity
of the algorithm is determined by the subsequent investigation on conditional independence rela-
tions. Actually, the number of conditional independence relations to be checked for each candidate
structure is 2p−2−1. Hence, the complexity of Studený’s algorithm is exponential in p.
In Algorithm 2, the computational complexity of the large double loop (lines 2-8) is determined
by the number of conditional independence relations we check in line 4. After identifying u,w and
v, we need only to check one single conditional independence with the conditioning set Suv∪{w},
which can be done in O(1) time. The pair {u,w}must be connected on G ′, thus the number of such
pairs is O(e). Since the number of v for each {u,w} pair is at most p, we execute line 4 at most O(pe)
times. The complexity for the double loop part is thus controlled by O(pe). Next we show that the
complexity for taking the pattern of the graph is O(e2(p + e)). As in the remarks on Algorithm 2,
in each step, we propose a pair of candidate complex arrows u1→ w1 and u2→ w2 and then check
whether there is an undirected path from w1 to w2 whose intermediate vertices are adjacent to neither
u1 nor u2. This can be done by performing a graph traversal algorithm on an undirected graph which
is obtained by deleting all existing arrows on the current graph with the adjacency relations checked
on the original graph. By a breadth-first search algorithm, the complexity is O(p + e) (Cormen et
al., 2001). Since the number of candidate complex arrow pairs is controlled by O(e2), the total
complexity for finding the pattern is O(e2(p + e)). Since pe = O(e2(p + e)), the total complexity
for Algorithm 2 is O(e2(p+ e)).
By incorporating the information obtained in the skeleton recovery stage, we greatly reduce
the number of conditional independence tests to be checked and hence obtain an algorithm of only
polynomial time complexity for the complex recovery stage. The improvement is achieved with
additional cost: we need to store the c-separator information Suv’s obtained from Algorithm 1 in the
set S . The possible number of {u,v} combinations is O(p2), while the length of Suv is O(p). Hence,
the total space we need to store S is O(p3), which is still polynomially complex.
4.3 Comparison with a DAG Specific Algorithm When the Underlying Graph is a DAG
In this subsection, we compare our algorithm with Algorithm 1 in Xie et al. (2006) that is designed
specifically for DAG structural learning when the underlying graph structure is a DAG. We make
this choice of the DAG specific algorithm so that both algorithms can have the same separation tree
as input and hence are directly comparable.
Combining the analyses in the above two subsections, we know that the total complexity of our
general algorithm is O(H(m22m + k22d) + e2(p + e)), while the complexity of the DAG specific
algorithm is O(Hm22m) as claimed in Xie et al. (2006, Section 6). So the extra complexity in
the worst case is O(Hk22d + e2(p + e)). The term that might make a difference is O(Hk22d),
which occurs as the complexity of step 3 in our Algorithm 1 and involves an exponential term in
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d. Note that d is defined as the maximum degree of the vertices in the partially recovered skeleton
G ′ obtained after step 2 of Algorithm 1, where G ′ is exactly the skeleton for the underlying DAG
in the current situation (i.e., step 3 of Algorithm 1 does not make any further modification to G ′
when G is a DAG). Hence, if the underlying graph is sparse, d is small and the extra complexity
O(Hk22d + e2(p+ e)) is well under control.
Therefore, if we believe that the true graph is sparse, the case where our decomposition approach
is most applicable, we can apply our general chain graph structural learning algorithm without
worrying much about significant extra cost even when the underlying graph is indeed a DAG.
5. Simulation
In this section, we investigate the performance of our algorithms under a variety of circumstances
using simulated data sets. We first demonstrate various aspects of our algorithms by running them
on randomly generated chain graph models. We then compare our methods with DAG-specific
learning algorithms on data generated from the ALARM network, a Bayesian network that has
been widely used in evaluating the performance of structural learning algorithms. The simulation
results show the competitiveness of our algorithms, especially when the underlying graph is sparse.
From now on, we refer to our method as the LCD (Learn Chain graph via Decomposition) method.
Algorithms 1 and 2 have been implemented in the R language. All the results reported here are
based on the R implementation.
5.1 Performance on Random Chain Graphs
To assess the quality of a learning method, we adopt the way Kalisch and Bühlmann (2007) used in
investigating the performance of PC algorithm on Bayesian networks. We perform our algorithms
on randomly generated chain graphs and report summary error measures.
5.1.1 DATA GENERATION PROCEDURE
First we discuss the way in which the random chain graphs and random samples are generated.
Given a vertex set V , let p = |V | and N denote the average degree of edges (including undirected
and pointing out and pointing in) for each vertex. We generate a random chain graph on V as
follows:
1. Order the p vertices and initialize a p× p adjacency matrix A with zeros;
2. For each element in the lower triangle part of A, set it to be a random number generated from
a Bernoulli distribution with probability of occurrence s = N/(p−1);
3. Symmetrize A according to its lower triangle;
4. Select an integer k randomly from {1, · · · , p} as the number of chain components;
5. Split the interval [1, p] into k equal-length subintervals I1, · · · , Ik so that the set of variables
falling into each subinterval Im forms a chain component Cm;
6. Set Ai j = 0 for any (i, j) pair such that i ∈ Il, j ∈ Im with l > m.
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This procedure then yields an adjacency matrix A for a chain graph with (Ai j = A ji = 1) rep-
resenting an undirected edge between Vi and V j and (Ai j = 1,A ji = 0) representing a directed edge
from Vi to Vj. Moreover, it is not hard to see that E[vertex degree] = N where an adjacent vertex can
be linked by either an undirected or a directed edge.
Given a randomly generated chain graph G with ordered chain components C1, · · · ,Ck, we gen-
erate a Gaussian distribution on it via the incomplete block-recursive regression as described in
Wermuth (1992). Let Xm be the |Cm|×1 random vector, and X = (X Tk , · · · ,X
T
1 )
T . Then we have the
block-recursive regression system as
B∗X = W ∗ ,
where
B∗ =





Σk,k Σk,k−1 · · · Σk,1
0 Σk−1,k−1.k · · · Σk−1,1.k
...
. . . . . .
...
0 · · · 0 Σ1,1.23···k





.
Let
T =



Σk,k 0
. . .
0 Σ1,1.23···k



be the block-diagonal part of B∗. Each block diagonal element Σi,i.i+1···k of B∗ is the inverse co-
variance matrix of Xi conditioning on (Xi+1, · · · ,Xk), an element of which is set to be zero if the
corresponding edge within the chain component is missing. The upper triangular part of B∗ has all
the conditional covariances between Xi and (X1, · · · ,Xi−1). The zero constraints on the elements
correspond to missing directed edges among different components. Finally, W ∗ ∼ N(0,T ).
For the chain component Ci, suppose the corresponding vertices are Vi1 , · · · ,Vir , and in general,
let B∗[Vl,Vm] be the element of B∗ that corresponds to the vertex pair (Vl,Vm). In our simulation, we
generate the B∗ matrix in the following way:
1. For the diagonal block Σi,i.i+1···k of B∗, for 1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ r, we fix B∗[Vi j ,Vi j ] = 1 and set
B∗[Vi j ,Vi j′ ] = 0 if the vertices Vi j and Vi j′ are non-adjacent in Ci and otherwise sampled ran-
domly from (−1.5/r,−0.5/r)∪ (0.5/r,1.5/r), and finally we symmetrize the matrix accord-
ing to its upper triangular part.
2. For Σi, j.i+1···k,1≤ j≤ i−1, an element B∗[Vl,Vm] is set to be zero if Vl ∈Ci is not pointed to by
an arrow starting from Vm ∈C1∪ ·· ·∪Ci−1, and sampled randomly from (−1.5/r,−0.5/r)∪
(0.5/r,1.5/r) otherwise.
3. If any of the block diagonal elements in B∗ is not positive semi-definite, we repeat Step (1)
and (2).
After setting up the B∗ matrix, we take its block diagonal to obtain the T matrix. For fixed B∗
and T , we first draw i.i.d. samples of W ∗ from N(0,T ), and then pre-multiply them by (B∗)−1 to
get random samples of X . We remark that faithfulness is not necessarily guaranteed by the current
sampling procedure and quantifying the deviation from the faithfulness assumption is beyond the
scope of this paper.
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5.1.2 PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT SETTINGS
We examine the performance of our algorithm in terms of three error measures: (a) the true positive
rate (TPR) and (b) the false positive rate (FPR) for the skeleton and (c) the structural Hamming
distance (SHD) for the pattern. In short, TPR is the ratio of # (correctly identified edge) over total
number of edges, FPR is the ratio of # (incorrectly identified edge) over total number of gaps and
SHD is the number of legitimate operations needed to change the current pattern to the true one,
where legitimate operations are: (a) add or delete an edge and (b) insert, delete or reverse an edge
orientation. In principle, a large TPR, a small FPR and a small SHD indicate good performance.
In our simulation, we change three parameters p (the number of vertices), n (sample size) and
N (expected number of adjacent vertices) as follows:
• p ∈ {10,40,80},
• n ∈ {100,300,1000,3000,10000,30000},
• N ∈ {2,5}.
For each (p,N) combination, we first generate 25 random chain graphs. We then generate a
random Gaussian distribution based on each graph and draw an identically independently distributed
(i.i.d.) sample of size n from this distribution for each possible n. For each sample, three different
significance levels (α = 0.005, 0.01 or 0.05) are used to perform the hypothesis tests. We then
compare the results to access the influence of the significance testing level on the performance of our
algorithms. A separation tree is obtained through the following ‘one step elimination’ procedure:
1. We start from a complete UIG over all p vertices;
2. We test zero partial correlation for each element of the sample concentration matrix at the
chosen significance level α and delete an edge if the corresponding test doesn’t reject the null
hypothesis;
3. An UIG is obtained after Step 2 and its junction tree is computed and used as the separation
tree in the algorithms.
The plots of the error measures are given in Fig. 8, 9 and 10. From the plots, we see that: (a) our
algorithms yield better results on sparse graphs (N = 2) than on dense graphs (N = 5); (b) the TPR
increases with sample size while the SHD decreases; (c) the behavior of FPR is largely regulated by
the significance level α used in the individual tests and has no clear dependence on the sample size
(Note that FPRs and their variations in the middle columns of Fig. 8, 9 and 10 are very small since
the vertical axes have very small scales); (d) large significance level α(=0.05) typically yields large
TPR, FPR and SHD while the advantage in terms of a larger TPR (compared to α = 0.005 or 0.01)
fades out as the sample size increases and the disadvantage in terms of a larger SHD becomes much
worse; (e) accuracy in terms of TPR and SHD based on α = 0.005 or α = 0.01 is very close while
choosing α = 0.005 does yield a consistently (albeit slightly) lower FPR across all the settings in
the current simulation. Such empirical evidence suggests that in order to account for the multiple
testing problem, we can choose a small value (say α = 0.005 or 0.01 for the current example) for
the significance level of individual tests. However, the optimal value for a desired overall error rate
may depend on the sample size and the sparsity of the underlying graph.
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Figure 8: Error measures of the algorithms for randomly generated Gaussian chain graph models:
average over 25 repetitions with 10 variables. The two rows correspond to N = 2 and
N = 5 cases and the three columns give three error measures: TPR, FPR and SHD in each
setting respectively. In each plot, the solid/dashed/dotted lines correspond to significance
levels α = 0.01/0.005/0.05.
Finally, we look at how our method scales with the sample size, which is not analyzed explicitly
in Section 4. The average running times vs. the sample sizes are plotted in Fig. 11. It can be
seen that: (a) the average run time scales approximately linearly with log(sample size); and (b) the
scaling constant depends on the sparsity of the graph. The simulations were run on an Intel Core
Duo 1.83GHz CPU.
5.2 Learning the ALARM Network
As we have pointed out in Section 1, Bayesian networks are special cases of chain graphs. It is of
interest to see whether our general algorithms still work well when the data are actually generated
from a Bayesian network. For this purpose, in this subsection, we perform simulation studies on
both Gaussian and discrete case for the ALARM network in Fig. 12 and compare our algorithms for
general chain graphs with those specifically designed for Bayesian networks. The network was first
proposed in Beinlich et al. (1989) as a medical diagnostic network.
5.2.1 THE GAUSSIAN CASE
In the Gaussian case, for each run of the simulation, we repeat the following steps:
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Figure 9: Error measures of the algorithms for randomly generated Gaussian chain graph models:
average over 25 repetitions with 40 variables. Display setup is the same as in Fig. 8.
1. A Gaussian distribution on the network is generated using a recursive linear regression model,
whose coefficients are random samples from the uniform distribution on (−1.5,−0.5) ∪
(0.5,1.5) and residuals are random samples from N(0,1).
2. A sample of size n is generated from the distribution obtained at step 1.
3. We run the LCD algorithms, the DAG learning algorithms proposed in Xie et al. (2006) and
the PC algorithm implemented in the R package pcalg (Kalisch and Bühlmann, 2007) all
with several different choices of the significance level α. The one step elimination procedure
described in Section 5.1.2 was used to construct the separation trees for the LCD and DAG
methods.
4. We record the number of extra edges (FP), the number of missing edges (FN) and the struc-
tural Hamming distance (SHD) compared with the true pattern for all the three learned pat-
terns.
We performed 100 runs for each sample size n ∈ {1000,2000,5000,10000}. For each sample,
we allow three different significance levels α ∈ {0.05,0.01,0.005} for all the three methods. Table
1 documents the averages and standard errors (in parentheses) from the 100 runs for each method-
parameter-sample size combination.
As shown in Table 1, compared with the DAG method (Xie et al., 2006), the LCD method
consistently yields a smaller number of false positives and the differences in false negatives are
consistently smaller than two on recovering the skeleton of the network. The SHDs obtained from
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Figure 10: Error measures of the algorithms for randomly generated Gaussian chain graph models:
average over 25 repetitions with 80 variables. Display setup is the same as in Fig. 8.
our algorithms are usually comparable to those from the DAG method when α = 0.05 and the
difference is usually less than five when α = 0.01 or 0.005. Moreover, we remark that as sample
size grows, the power of the significance test increases, which leads to better performance of the
LCD method as in the case of other hypothesis testing based methods. However, from Table 1, we
find that the LCD performance increases more rapidly in terms of SHD. One plausible reason is
that in Algorithm 2, we identify complex arrows by rejecting conditional independence hypotheses
rather than direct manipulation as in the algorithms specific for DAG and hence have some extra
benefit in terms of accuracy as the power of the test becomes greater.
Finally, the LCD method consistently outperforms the PC algorithm in all three error measures.
Such simulation results confirm that our method is reliable when we do not know the information
that the underlying graph is a DAG, which is usually untestable from data.
5.2.2 THE DISCRETE CASE
In this section, a similar simulation study with discrete data sampled from the ALARM network is
performed. The variables in the network are allowed to have two to four levels. For each run of the
simulation, we repeat the following steps:
1. For each variable Xi and fixed configuration pai of its parents, we define the conditional
probability P(Xi = j|pai) = r j/∑Lk=1 rk, where L is the number of levels of Xi and {r1, · · · ,rL}
are random numbers from the Uniform(0,1) distribution.
2. A sample of size n is generated from the above distribution.
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Figure 11: Running times of the algorithms on randomly generated Gaussian chain graph models:
average over 25 repetitions. The two rows correspond to N = 2 and 5 cases and the three
columns represent p = 10, 40 and 80 respectively. In each plot, the solid/dashed/dotted
lines correspond to significance levels α = 0.01/0.005/0.05.
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Figure 12: The ALARM network.
3. We run three algorithms designed specifically for DAG that have been shown to have a good
performance: MMHC (Max-Min Hill Climbing: Tsamardinos et al., 2006), REC (Recursive:
Xie and Geng, 2008) and SC (Sparse Candidate: Friedman et al., 1999) with several different
choice of parameters. We also perform the LCD learning algorithm with different choices
of the significance level. For the LCD method, a grow-shrink Markov blanket selection is
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Alg (Level α) n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 5000 n = 10000
DAG (3.09, 4.05, 17.3) (3.17, 3.14, 15.2) (3.48, 2.07, 12.4) (3.16, 1.62, 10.5)
(0.05) (0.18, 0.19, 0.61) (0.16, 0.16, 0.54) (0.18, 0.16, 0.55) (0.17, 0.11, 0.46)
DAG (0.87, 3.41, 12.2) (0.87, 2.60, 9.90) (0.71, 1.60, 6.02) (0.58, 1.24, 5.23)
(0.01) (0.08, 0.19, 0.64) (0.09, 0.17, 0.54) (0.08, 0.14, 0.41) (0.08, 0.10, 0.36)
DAG (0.61, 3.34, 11.4) (0.54, 2.50, 8.77) (0.36, 1.49, 5.43) (0.33, 1.08, 4.14)
(0.005) (0.08, 0.19, 0.60) (0.07, 0.16, 0.52) (0.07, 0.12, 0.38) (0.06, 0.11, 0.39)
LCD (2.06, 5.19, 19.0) (2.10, 4.25, 16.7) (2.5, 3.07, 14.0) (2.15, 2.38, 11.3)
(0.05) (0.16, 0.19, 0.58) (0.15, 0.17, 0.53) (0.15, 0.15, 0.50) (0.15, 0.14, 0.39)
LCD (0.41, 4.93, 15.8) (0.34, 4.01, 12.9) (0.44, 2.82, 9.79) (0.30, 2.10, 7.11)
(0.01) (0.06, 0.21, 0.61) (0.06, 0.17, 0.50) (0.07, 0.15, 0.41) (0.05, 0.13, 0.40)
LCD (0.22, 4.86, 15.3) (0.12, 3.85, 12.2) (0.13, 2.85, 9.14) (0.14, 1.95, 6.49)
(0.005) (0.05, 0.21, 0.61) (0.03, 0.16, 0.52) (0.04, 0.14, 0.41) (0.03, 0.13, 0.40)
PC (4.72, 7.98, 38.4) (5.03, 6.79, 38.5) (4.94, 5.19, 35.2) (4.41, 4.21, 31.9)
(0.05) (0.22, 0.23, 0.73) (0.23, 0.23, 0.73) (0.24, 0.20, 0.79) (0.26, 0.19, 0.89)
PC (3.45, 9.23, 37.9) (3.11, 7.78, 34.8) (3.27, 5.88, 31.5) (2.98, 4.87, 30.9)
(0.01) (0.19, 0.26, 0.78) (0.19, 0.22, 0.76) (0.20, 0.21, 0.79) (0.22, 0.20, 0.88)
PC (3.14, 9.61, 38.1) (2.95, 8.05, 35.6) (3.03, 6.15, 31.4) (2.88, 5.13, 30.4)
(0.005) (0.20, 0.27, 0.69) (0.18, 0.23, 0.79) (0.20, 0.21, 0.78) (0.22, 0.20, 0.79)
Table 1: Simulation results for Gaussian samples from the ALARM network. Averages and stan-
dard errors for (FP, FN, SHD) from 100 runs.
performed on the data to learn the UIG and the junction tree of the UIG is supplied as the
separation tree for the algorithm.
4. For each algorithm, we recorded the FP, FN and SHD of the recovered pattern under each
choice of the learning parameter.
We performed 100 runs for each of the four different sample sizes n∈{1000,2000,5000,10000},
and in each run, we allow the following choices of the learning parameters:
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Alg (Level α) n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 5000 n = 10000
MMHC (0.27, 7.77, 34.0) (0.16, 5.15, 27.9) (0.08, 2.61, 20.6) (0.03, 1.53, 16.0)
(0.05) (0.05, 0.25, 0.57) (0.04, 0.19, 0.48) (0.03, 0.15, 0.47) (0.02, 0.10, 0.45)
MMHC (0.13, 8.39, 34.6) (0.08, 5.53, 28.2) (0.07, 2.96, 21.2) (0.00, 1.64, 16.1)
(0.01) (0.04, 0.26, 0.57) (0.03, 0.19, 0.48) (0.03, 0.16, 0.46) (0.00, 0.10, 0.45)
MMHC (0.13, 8.79, 35.3) (0.09, 5.77, 28.6) (0.06, 3.09, 21.4) (0.01, 1.75, 16.3)
(0.005) (0.04, 0.26, 0.57) (0.03, 0.18, 0.51) (0.03, 0.16, 0.47) (0.01, 0.11, 0.46)
REC (6.20, 4.95, 40.1) (6.49, 3.52, 35.9) (6.20, 1.77, 28.9) (6.39, 0.80, 25.1)
(0.05) (0.24, 0.19, 0.71) (0.24, 0.13, 0.74) (0.23, 0.11, 0.68) (0.23, 0.08, 0.73)
REC (1.57, 5.52, 33.2) (1.82, 3.64, 27.2) (2.06, 1.80, 20.0) (2.31, 0.86, 16.2)
(0.01) (0.13, 0.22, 0.58) (0.13, 0.14, 0.48) (0.12, 0.11, 0.56) (0.14, 0.09, 0.52)
REC (1.02, 5.72, 32.9) (1.23, 3.76, 26.3) (1.20, 1.86, 18.6) (1.64, 0.90, 14.6)
(0.005) (0.10, 0.22, 0.55) (0.10, 0.15, 0.49) (0.08, 0.12, 0.49) (0.12, 0.09, 0.47)
SC (0.63, 7.35, 34.2) (0.50, 4.71, 27.8) (0.59, 2.50, 21.7) (0.81, 1.53, 18.1)
(5) (0.07, 0.26, 0.60) (0.09, 0.18, 0.49) (0.09, 0.14, 0.53) (0.11, 0.10, 0.56)
SC (0.85, 7.30, 34.5) (0.76, 4.65, 28.3) (0.94, 2.36, 22.0) (1.30, 1.32, 18.1)
(10) (0.09, 0.25, 0.64) (0.09, 0.18, 0.52) (0.09, 0.14, 0.53) (0.13, 0.10, 0.59)
LCD (2.92, 8.49, 38.9) (2.50, 5.94, 32.17) (2.18, 3.41, 25.17) (1.99, 2.18, 19.8)
(0.05) (0.17, 0.21, 0.53) (0.16, 0.18, 0.51) (0.14, 0.13, 0.46) (0.12, 0.10, 0.50)
LCD (1.07, 8.16, 37.8) (0.97, 5.63, 31.7) (0.80, 3.40, 23.1) (0.68, 2.11, 17.2)
(0.01) (0.09, 0.20, 0.46) (0.09, 0.16, 0.42) (0.09, 0.13, 0.46) (0.09, 0.09, 0.42)
LCD (0.69, 8.14, 38.4) (0.67, 5.84, 31.8) (0.40, 3.31, 23.2) (0.41, 2.09, 17.1)
(0.005) (0.08, 0.19, 0.41) (0.08, 0.17, 0.43) (0.07, 0.13, 0.45) (0.07, 0.09, 0.40)
Table 2: Simulation results for discrete samples from the ALARM network. Averages and standard
errors for (FP, FN, SHD) from 100 runs.
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• For MMHC, REC and LCD, we allow three different significance levels α∈{0.05,0.01,0.005};
and
• For SC, we allow the learning parameters to be either 5 or 10.
The means and standard errors from the 100 runs of all the four learning methods are summa-
rized in Table 2. It can be seen that REC could yield the best result when the learning parameter is
appropriately chosen. However, all the other methods are more robust against the choice of learning
parameters. For the LCD method, all the three error measures: FP, FN and SHD are consistently
comparable to those of methods specifically designed for DAG. Moreover, as in the Gaussian case,
the power of the tests used in the LCD method grows as the sample size become larger, which makes
the LCD method even more competitive, especially in terms of SHD. For example, when the sam-
ple size reaches 10000, the LCD method with α = 0.01 or 0.005 outperforms the sparse candidate
method with parameters 5 or 10.
6. Discussion
In this paper, we presented a computationally feasible method for structural learning of chain graph
models. The method can be used to facilitate the investigation of both response-explanatory and
symmetric association relations among a set of variables simultaneously within the framework of
chain graph models, a merit not shared by either Bayesian networks or Markov networks.
Simulation studies illustrate that our method yields good results in a variety of situations, espe-
cially when the underlying graph is sparse. On the other hand, the results also reveal that the power
of the significance test has an important influence on the performance of our method. With fixed
number of samples, one can expect a better accuracy if we replace the asymptotic test used in our
implementation with an exact test. However, there is a trade-off between accuracy and computa-
tional time.
The results in this paper also raised a number of interesting questions for future research. We
briefly comment on some of those questions here. First, the separation tree plays a key role in
Algorithms 1 and 2. Although the construction of separation trees has been discussed in Xie et al.
(2006) and Section 3.5 here, we believe that there is room for further improvements. Second,
we have applied hypothesis testing for the detection of local separators in Algorithm 1 and also in
complex arrow determination in Algorithm 2. It shall be interesting to see whether there exists some
alternative approach, preferably not based on hypothesis testing, to serve the same purpose here. A
theoretical analysis of the effect of multiple testing on the overall error rate of the procedure is also
important. In addition, it is a common practice to incorporate prior information about the order of the
variables in graphical modelling. Therefore, incorporation of such information into our algorithms
is worth investigation. Finally, our approach might be extendible to the structural learning of chain
graph of alternative Markov properties, for example, AMP chain graphs (Andersson et al., 2001)
and multiple regression chain graphs (Cox and Wermuth, 1996).
An R language package lcd that implements our algorithms is available on the first author’s
website: www.stanford.edu/˜zongming/software.html.
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Appendix A. Proofs of Theoretical Results
In this part, we give proofs to theorems and propositions. We first give a definition and several
lemmas that are to be used in later proofs.
Definition 7 Let T be a separation tree for a CG G with the node set C = {C1, · · · ,CH}. For any
two vertices u and v in G , the distance between u and v in the tree T is defined by
d(u,v) = min
Ci3u,C j3v
d(Ci,C j),
where d(Ci,C j) is the distance between nodes Ci and C j in T . We call Ci and C j minimizers for u
and v if they minimize the distance d(Ci,C j).
Lemma 8 Let ρ be a route from u to v in a chain graph G , and W the set of all vertices on ρ (W
may or may not contain the two end vertices). Suppose that ρ is intervented by S ⊂V . If W ⊂ S, ρ
is also intervented by W and any vertex set containing W.
Proof Since ρ is intervented by S and W ⊂ S, there must be a non head-to-head section σ of ρ that
is hit by S and actually every non head-to-head section of ρ is hit by S. Thus, σ is also hit by W and
any vertex set containing W . Hence, ρ is intervented.
Lemma 9 Let T be a separation tree for a chain graph over vertex set V and K a separator of
T which separates T into two subtrees T1 and T2 with variable sets V1 and V2. Suppose that
u ∈V1\K, v ∈V2\K and ρ is a route from u to v in G . Let W denote the set of all vertices on ρ (W
may or may not contain the two end vertices). Then ρ is intervented by W ∩K and by any vertex set
containing W ∩K.
Proof Since u ∈ V1\K and v ∈ V2\K, there must be a sequence from s (may be u) to y (may be v)
in ρ = (u, · · · ,s, t, · · · ,x,y, · · · ,v) such that s ∈ V1\K, y ∈ V2\K and all vertices from t to x in this
sequence are contained in K. Otherwise, every vertex of ρ is either in V1\K or in V2\K. This implies
that there exists w ∈ V1\K and z ∈ V2\K on ρ that are adjacent, which is contradictory to the fact
that 〈V1\K,V2\K|K〉
sep
G . Without loss of generality, we can suppose that y is the first vertex (from
the left) of ρ that is not in V1.
Let ρ′ be the sub-route of the sequence (s, t, · · · ,x,y), and W ′ be the vertex set of ρ′ excluding
s and y. Since W ′ ⊂ K, we know from Lemma 8 that there is at least one non head-to-head section
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(w.r.t. ρ′) on ρ′ and every non head-to-head section of ρ′ is hit by W ′. We are to show that there
is at least one non head-to-head section of ρ that is hit by K and hence W ∩K as well as any set
containing W ∩K.
The only problem arises when ρ′ is part of a head-to-head section of ρ. Otherwise, there is some
non head-to-head section of ρ′ that is (part of) a non head-to-head section of ρ.
Thus, we suppose that the head-to-head section of ρ is
s′→ s”−·· ·− s− t−·· ·− x− y−·· ·− y”← y′.
By our assumption on y, we know that s′ ∈ V1. If s′ ∈ K, then the non head-to-head section con-
taining s′ is hit by K. If s′ ∈V1\K and y′ ∈ K, then the non head-to-head section containing y′ gives
the result. If s′ ∈ V1\K and y′ ∈ V1\K, then we can consider the sub-route starting from y′. This is
legitimate since every non head-to-head section of that sub-route is also non head-to-head w.r.t. ρ.
Hence, we need only consider the case that s′ ∈ V1\K and y′ ∈ V2\K. In this case, let t ′ be the last
(from left) vertex in this section that is adjacent to s′ and x′ the first vertex after t ′ in this section
that is adjacent to y′. Since chain graphs cannot have directed pseudocycles, we know that s′→ t ′
and y′→ x′. Then we have s′ / y′|K, which is contradictory to the property of separation trees that
〈V1\K,V2\K|K〉
sep
G . This completes our proof.
Lemma 10 Let u and v be two non adjacent vertices in a chain graph G and ρ a route from u to v
in T . If ρ is not contained in An(u)∪An(v), then ρ is intervented by any subset S of An(u)∪An(v).
Proof Since ρ is not contained in An(u)∪An(v), there exist four vertices s, t,x and y, such that
ρ = (u, · · · ,s, t, · · · ,x,y, · · · ,v), with {s,y} ⊂ An(u)∪An(v) and {t, · · · ,x}∩ [An(u)∪An(v)] = /0.
Then we have s→ t and x← y, since otherwise t and/or x must be in An(u)∪An(v). Thus, there
exists at least one head-to-head section between s and y on ρ such that it is not hit by any subset of
An(u)∪An(v). Hence, ρ is intervented by any subset S of An(u)∪An(v).
Lemma 11 Let T be a separation tree for a chain graph G over V and C a node of T . Let u and
v be two vertices in C which are non adjacent in G . If u and v are not contained simultaneously in
any separator connected to C, then there exists a subset S of C which c-separates u and v in G .
Proof Define
S = [An(u)∪An(v)]∩ [C\{u,v}].
We show below that 〈u,v|S〉sepG .
To this end, let ρ be any fixed route from u to v in G . If ρ is not contained in An(u)∪An(v), by
Lemma 10, ρ is intervented by S. Otherwise, we divide the problem into the following six possible
situations:
1. u−·· ·− u′← x, x 6= v, x ∈C, where u−·· ·− u′ means the first (from left) section of ρ that
contains u;
2. u−·· ·−u′→ x−·· ·− x′→ y, x 6= v, x ∈C;
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3. u−·· ·−u′→ x−·· ·− x′← y, x 6= v, x ∈C, y ∈C;
4. u−·· ·−u′→ x−·· ·− x′← y, x 6= v, x ∈C, y /∈C;
5. u−u′−·· ·− v′− v, u−u′−·· ·− v′→ v or u−u′−·· ·− v′← v;
6. u−·· ·−u′→ x or u−·· ·−u′← x, x /∈C.
We prove the desired result situation by situation.
For situation 1, we have that x ∈ An(u), which, together with x ∈C implies that x ∈ S. The non
head-to-head section containing x is hit by S, and ρ is thus intervented.
For situation 2, since x ∈ An(u)∪An(v) and x /∈ An(u), we have x ∈ An(v). Together with
x ∈C, this gives x ∈ S and the non head-to-head section containing x is hit by S.
For situation 3, since chain graphs do not admit directed pseudocycles, we know that x /∈An(u)
and y 6= v. Similar to situation 2, we have x ∈ An(v) and hence y ∈ An(v). The non head-to-head
section containing y is hit by S.
For situation 4, suppose that C′ is one of the nodes on T that contains y. Consider first the case
when v belongs to the separator K connected to C and the next node on the path from C to C ′ on T .
By our assumption, u /∈ K. We divide the problem into the following three cases:
(i) {u, · · · ,u′}∩S 6= /0: u−·· ·−u′ is hit by S and ρ is hence intervented;
(ii) {u, · · · ,u′}∩S = /0,{x, · · · ,x′}∩S = /0: the head-to-head section x−·· ·−x′ is not hit by S and
ρ is intervented;
(iii) {u, · · · ,u′}∩S = /0,{x, · · · ,x′}∩S 6= /0: there must exist some x∗ ∈ {x, · · · ,x′} such that x∗ ∈
C∩An(v) and x∗ 6= v. Since {u, · · · ,u′}∩ S = /0 and u y|K, there should be no complex in
the induced subgraph of (u, · · · ,u′,x, · · · ,x′,y). Otherwise, there exists some u∗ ∈ {u, · · · ,u′},
such that (u∗,y) is an edge on
(
GAn(u,y,K)
)m
, which implies u/ y|K since {u, · · · ,u′}∩K = /0.
However, this requires that there is some u∗∗ ∈ {u, · · · ,u′} such that (u∗∗,y) is an edge on G ,
which again implies that u/ y|K. Hence, this case can never happen.
Next, we consider the case that v /∈ K. The assumption that {x, · · · ,x′} ⊂ An(v) implies that there
exists at least one ′ →′ on the sub-route l ′ of ρ from y to v. Consider the rightmost one of such
arrows, there is no further ′←′ closer to the right end v than it is. Otherwise, any vertex w between
them satisfies w∈An(u) and w∈ de(v), which is contradictory to the fact that v∈ de(u) here. Thus,
this case reduces to one of the situations 1, 5 and 6 with u replaced by v.
For situation 5, since u and v are non adjacent, we know that v′ 6= u and u′ 6= v. If {u′, · · · ,v′}∩
S = /0, then {u′, · · · ,v′}∩C ⊂ {u,v}. We can eliminate vertices from the left such that {u′, · · · ,v′}∩
C ⊂ {v}. This will not influence our result since any non head-to-head section of the sub-route
is (part of) a non head-to-head section of ρ. Since u′ 6= v and {u′, · · · ,v′} ∩C ⊂ {v}, we have
u′ /∈C. Suppose that u′ ∈C′ and K is the separator related to C and the next node on the path from
C to C′ on T . Then u ∈ K,v /∈ K and u′ v|K. However, since {u′, · · · ,v′} ∩C ⊂ {v}, we have
{u, · · · ,u′}∩K = /0, which is impossible. Hence {u′, · · · ,v′}∩S 6= /0 and ρ is intervented.
For situation 6, consider first the case that u− ·· · − u′ ← x. If {u, · · · ,u′}∩ S 6= /0, then ρ is
intervented by S. Otherwise, suppose that x ∈ C′ and K is the separator connected to C and the
next node on the path from C to C′ in T . If v ∈ K, then u /∈ K and {u, · · · ,u′} ∩K ⊂ {v}. If
{u, · · · ,u′}∩K = {v}, then it reduces to situation 5. If {u, · · · ,u′}∩K = /0, then u/ x|K, which is
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contradictory to the definition of separation tree. If v /∈ K, then by the above argument, we must
have u ∈ K. Consider the sub-route of ρ starting with x. It is legitimate to do so since any non
head-to-head section of the sub-route is also non head-to-head in ρ. By Lemma 9, at least one non
head-to-head section is hit by W ∩K where W is the vertex set of the sub-route excluding the two
end vertices. We know that W ∩K ⊂ S∪{u,v}. If the non head-to-head section is hit at u or v,
we can consider the further sub-route starting at that point and it is again legitimate by the same
reason. Finally, we can reduce to the case where W ∩K ⊂ S. Thus, ρ is intervented by S. This also
completes the proof of situation 4. For the other case in this situation, all the argument is the same
up to the point where v /∈ K and u ∈ K. We can consider reversing the vertex sequence, then with
u replaced by v, it must be in one of the situations 1 to 4, the second case in situation 6 or the first
case in situation 6 with u /∈ K. This complete the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3. The sufficiency of condition 1 is given by Lemma 9. The sufficiencies of
conditions 2 and 3 are trivial by the definition of c-separation.
Now we show the necessity part of the theorem. If d(u,v) > 0, by Lemma 9, any separator K
on the path from minimizers Ci to C j c-separates u and v. If d(u,v) = 0, we consider the following
two possible cases: (1) u and v are not contained simultaneously in any separator connected to C
for some node C on T containing both u and v; (2) otherwise. For the first case, Lemma 11 shows
that there exists some S′ ⊂C that c-separates u and v. Otherwise, since 〈u,v|bdG (u)∪ bdG (v)〉
sep
G ,
bdG (u)⊂
S
u∈C C and bdG (v)⊂
S
v∈C C, we know that at least one of the conditions 2 and 3 holds.
Proof of Proposition 4. We verify Proposition 4 by contradiction. Let us suppose that u and v are
parents of a complex κ = (u,w1, · · · ,wk,v),k ≥ 1 in T and that for any node C on T , {u,v}∩C 6=
{u,v}. Now suppose that u ∈C1, v ∈C2 and K is the separator related to C1 and the next node on
the path from C1 to C2 on T . If u /∈ K and v /∈ K, we must have that {w1, · · · ,wk}∩K 6= /0. This
implies that u/ v|K, which is contrary to the definition of separation trees. Hence, without loss of
generality, we may suppose that u ∈ K, and this enables us to go one node closer to C2 on the path.
Then after finite steps, we will consider two adjacent nodes on T . Repeating the above argument
ensures that {u,v} belongs to one of these two nodes.
Appendix B. Proofs for Correctness of the Algorithms
Before proving the correctness of the algorithms, we need several more lemmas.
Lemma 12 Suppose that u and v are two adjacent vertices in G , then for any separation tree T for
G , there exists a node C in T which contains both u and v.
Proof If not, then there exists a separator K on T , such that u ∈ V1\K and v ∈ V2\K where Vi
denotes the variable set of the subtree Ti induced by removing the edge attached by the separator S,
for i = 1 and 2. This implies u v|K, which is impossible.
Lemma 13 Any arrow oriented in line 5 of Algorithm 2 is correct in the sense that it is an arrow
with the same orientation in G .
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Proof We prove the lemma by induction. If we don’t orient any arrow in line 5, then the lemma
holds trivially. Otherwise, suppose u→ w is the first arrow we orient by considering the ordered
triple 〈u,v,w〉, then we show that it cannot be u−w or u← w in G . If it is u−w in G , then by
Lemma 11, if u and v are not in any separator simultaneously, there exists some Suv ⊂Ch such that
u v|Suv and w ∈ Suv. Otherwise, u v|bdG (u)∪bdG (v), and we know that w ∈ bdG (u)∪bdG (v)⊂
bdG ′(u)∪ bdG ′(v). Thus we won’t orient it as u→ w. A similar argument holds for the case when
u← w in G .
Now suppose that the k-th arrow we orient is correct, let’s consider the k + 1-th. Suppose
it’s u′ → w′ by considering the order triple 〈u′,v′,w′〉. Then the above argument holds exactly
with u,v and w substituted by u′,v′ and w′. However, for here, the claim that bdG (u′)∪ bdG (v′) ⊂
bdG ′(u′)∪bdG ′(v′) holds by the induction assumption.
Lemma 14 Suppose that H is a graph, if we disorient any non-complex arrow in H , the pattern of
H does not change.
Proof First, we note that we will not add or delete edge in H , so the skeleton of H does not change.
Second, we only disorient non-complex arrows, and hence those complexes in H before disori-
entation remain complexes after disorientation since the subgraph induced by any complex does not
change.
Finally, we show that there will not be new complex. If there appears a new complex, say
u→ w1−·· · ,−wl ← v, we must have l ≥ 2. Since it was not a complex before disorientation, one
of the lines in w1− ·· · −wl must be the arrow disoriented. Suppose we have wi → wi+1 before
disorientation, then wi→ wi+1−·· ·−wl ← v was a complex before disorientation. Hence, the dis-
oriented arrow wi→ wi+1 was a complex arrow, which contradicts our assumption.
Correctness of Algorithm 1. On the one hand, by Studený (1997, Lemma 3.2), we know that for
any chain graph G , there is an edge between two vertices u and v if and only if u/ v|S for any subset
S of V . Thus, line 6 of Algorithm only deletes those edges that cannot appear in the true skeleton.
So do lines 14 and 19.
On the other hand, if u and v are not adjacent in G , by Theorem 3, it must be under one of
the three possible conditions. If it is in condition 1, we will never connect them since we do not
connect any vertex pair that is never contained in any node simultaneously. If it is in condition
2, then we will disconnect them in line 6 and line 14. Finally, if it is in condition 3, then either
u v|bdG (u) or u v|bdG (v). By our previous discussion, we know that before starting line 17, we
have bdG (u)⊂ neG ′(u) and bdG (v)⊂ neG ′(v) for the G ′ at that moment. Thus, we will disconnect
u and v in line 19.
Correctness of Algorithm 2. By Proposition 4, Lemma 12 and the correctness of Algorithm
1, we know that every ordered vertex triple 〈u,v,w〉 in G with u→ w a complex arrow and v the
parent of (one of) the corresponding complex(es) is considered in line 4 of Algorithm 2. If the triple
〈u,v,w〉 is really in this situation, then we know that u/ v|Suv∪{w}, and hence we orient u−w as
u→ w. Moreover, Lemma 13 prevents us from orienting u−w as w→ u during the execution of
Algorithm 2. This proves that we will orient every complex arrow right before starting line 9 in
Algorithm 2.
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Then by Lemma 13, the G∗ before starting line 9 is a hybrid graph with the same pattern as G .
Thus Lemma 14 guarantees that we obtain the pattern of G after line 9.
Correctness of Algorithm 3. First of all, we show that any conditional independence relation
represented by D is also represented by G . This is straightforward by noting the following two
facts:
1. assuming positivity, both DAG models and chain graph models are closed subset of graphoids
under 5 axioms, see Pearl (1988) and Studený and Bouckaert (2001);
2. any conditional independence relation used in constructing D is represented by G .
Then by Xie et al. (2006, Theorem 2), the T in line 2 is a separation tree of D . With the block
vertices substituted, by the definition of separation trees, the output T of Algorithm 3 is a separation
tree of G .
Correctness of Algorithm 4. Xie et al. (2006, Theorem 3) guarantees the correctness of Algo-
rithm 4.
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